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Starting AccuKeys  

Before you begin,  
Ensure that the AccuPoint hardware is plugged into a USB port on your PC. 
Attach the provided reflective dot cluster to your forehead or glasses. 
Position the AccuPoint hardware so that you can see your dot cluster in the center mirror. For 
best results, you should be about 30 inches from the AccuPoint hardware. 
 
Start the AccuKeys software by double-clicking on the AccuKeys icon on the Desktop. 
 
When the program loads, you will see an onscreen keyboard at the top or bottom of your 
computer screen similar to this one: 
 

 
 
Within a second or two, AccuKeys will check the InvoTek website for program updates. If a new 
version is available online, you will be notified immediately after the Calibration process is 
completed. 
 
The onscreen keyboard is not active yet. The AccuKeys system must be aligned or “calibrated” 
to the dot cluster on your head first.  

 

Calibration 

If you have previously configured AccuKeys to AutoStart 
Tracking, it will display the Calibration Form, as shown 
below. If you have not previously configured AccuKeys to 
AutoStart Tracking, you will need to click on the “Setup” 
button when you are ready to calibrate. The AccuKeys 
software will display the Calibration Form, as shown 
below. 
 
Note that the system is now watching the dot cluster and 
is moving the mouse pointer in sync with your head 
movements. To get AccuKeys to complete the calibration 
process, hold your head as still as possible in a 
comfortable position while looking at the center of the 
target. Don’t try to put the mouse pointer in the target – 
AccuKeys will do that for you. When the AccuKeys 
software sees that you are not moving your head, it will 
snap the mouse pointer to the center of the Calibration 
Form target. It will repeat this process every time it notes 
that your head is not moving. When you are comfortable 
with the calibration settings, move the mouse pointer 
over the “Point here when done” button or hold head still 
till the counter has finished. The Calibration Form will go away, and then you can use AccuKeys’ 
onscreen keyboard.  
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After AccuKeys has completed its calibration process, as described above, try moving your 
head from side to side and up and down to see that you can position the mouse pointer to all 
four corners of the screen comfortably. If you can’t reach some part of the computer screen with 
the mouse pointer, click on the “Cal” button to restart the calibration process and let AccuKeys 
adjust the mouse pointer again. 
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Using the AccuKeys System 

 
While using the AccuKeys system, three colored lights (LED’s) in the center mirror on the 
AccuPoint hardware will turn on and off to let you know how the system is working: 
Green –indicates that the system can see the dot cluster and is working correctly 
Yellow –indicates that the system is performing its internal startup functions 
Red –indicates that the system is on, but it cannot see the dot cluster and therefore cannot use 
your head movements to control the mouse pointer. 
 
In addition, you will notice a black rectangle on the far right side of the AccuKeys window, below 
the AccuKeys logo. This is called the Camera View Window, and it provides feedback to you as 
to what the AccuKeys system sees. When the system is working properly, you will see two sets 
of three colored dots, each inside a rectangle of the same color. The blue rectangle and dots 
indicate what the right camera sees, and the red rectangle and dots indicate what the left 
camera sees. As you move your head, you’ll see the rectangles and dots move around within 
the black window. If you move your head so that some of the dots disappear, then the 
AccuKeys system cannot see your dot cluster, and the onscreen mouse pointer will stop moving 
until you move your head so that the dot cluster is again visible to the AccuKeys system.  

 

Controlling AccuKeys 

The right side of the AccuKeys window contains a number 
of displays and controls that are designed to help you use 
AccuKeys and configure it to the way you want to work. 
The functions performed by each button are described 
here. 
 
Run – Click on this key to start the head-tracking 
operation so that you can control the onscreen mouse 
cursor with your head movements. You must use a 
standard mouse to click on this button. 
 
Exit – Click on this button to stop the head-tracking operation and close the AccuKeys window. 
You will be asked to confirm this choice before it actually closes. 
 
Cal – Click on this button to perform a new Calibration. This can be necessary if a different 
person is using AccuKeys or if the dot cluster has been moved since the last time you used 
AccuKeys. 
 
Prefs – Click on this button to access the Settings form. See AccuKeys Settings below for 
details on the Settings form and its contents. 
 
Up Arrow – Click on this button to move the AccuKeys window to the top of your computer 
screen. 
 
Down Arrow – Click on this button to move the AccuKeys window to the bottom of your 
computer screen. 
 
The four buttons on the left side of the control group control the AccuKeys dwell clicker. When 
the dwell clicker is disabled, all these buttons will be grayed out. They can be enabled by 
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holding the mouse cursor over any of the buttons for the same amount of time that is selected 
for desktop mouse clicks. The dwell clicker can be disabled by clicking on the Left Click button 
at the top of the group. 
 
Left – Dwell over this button to tell the dwell clicker to perform a mouse Left Click the next time 
you hold the onscreen mouse cursor still. Clicking on this button when it is active (yellow 
background) will disable the dwell clicker. 
 
Right – Click on this button to tell the Dwell Clicker to perform a mouse Right Click the next time 
you hold the onscreen mouse cursor still. 
 
Double – Click on this button to tell the Dwell Clicker to perform a mouse Left Double Click the 
next time you hold the onscreen mouse cursor still. 
 
Drag - Click on this button to tell the Dwell Clicker to perform a mouse Left Click and Drag. The 
next time you hold the onscreen mouse cursor still, the Dwell Clicker will perform a Mouse 
Down event and hold that until the mouse cursor moves and then becomes still again. Then it 
will release the Mouse Down to complete the Drag and Drop operation. 

 

Typing 

After the AccuKeys system has completed its calibration process, you will be able to control the 
onscreen mouse pointer simply by moving your head. The onscreen keyboard is dwell-sensitive, 
i.e. you can click on any key simply by holding the mouse pointer over the selected key. As 
AccuKeys detects that the mouse pointer is not moving for the preset dwell time, the key will 
“click” just as if the key on the physical keyboard had been pressed.  
 
The AccuKeys onscreen keyboard has two separate sections of keys – the Main Keyboard and 
a carousel of five specialized keypads. 
 
The Main Keyboard is the left-most part of the keyboard, and it contains keys for all the letters, 
the Shift, Shift Lock, Ctrl, and Alt keys, and the Enter and Backspace keys. This part of the 
keyboard can be set to three different configurations, shown below. 
 

 

Figure 1: 3 Row Alphabet 

 

 

Figure 2: 3 Row QWERTY 
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Figure 3: 4 Row Alphabet 

 
The Main Keyboard also includes the “Manual” key in the upper right corner. This key, when 
latched On, will restrict AccuKeys from automatically entering spaces after completed words 
and attempting to capitalize the first word of each sentence. Use this when you are typing 
Internet addresses, unusual sequences of characters and punctuation, or when you want to 
control exactly what gets typed into your document without extra help from AccuKeys.  
 
The carousel of keypads is the right-most part of the keyboard. Only one of the keypads is 
visible at any time. The other keypads are accessible by clicking on one of the two keys in the 
top-right corner of the keypad. The left key displays the previous keypad in the carousel, while 
the right key displays the next keypad in the carousel. Described below are the keypads for the 
3-row alphabetical and 3-row qwerty keyboards, the pages differ slightly for the 4-row 
alphabetical keyboard. 
 
The five keypads are the Number Pad,  

 
Punctuation1,  

 
Punctuation2,  
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Navigation, and  

 
Function Keys.  

 
 
Note that the Shift, Shift Lock, and Ctrl keys operate on all these keys in the same way that they 
operate on the keys on the Main Keyboard.  

 

Word Prediction 

AccuKeys is available with Word Prediction or without. This is an extra-cost feature, but is 
available for trial purposes for the first 30 times that AccuKeys is run. To use the Word 
Prediction feature after the trial period expires, call InvoTek at (479)-632-4166 for information 
about purchasing and registering this feature permanently. 
 
As the user types, AccuKeys anticipates what word is being typed based on the previous word 
and the letters being typed in the new word. So, for instance, if a user had just completed the 
word “when”, and had started the next word with the letter “t”, AccuKeys would anticipate that 
the next word would probably be “the”, “they”, “there”, “their”, or “this” since these are the most 
common “t” words that follow “when” in written English. In addition, AccuKeys keeps track of all 
the words that you use, even if they aren’t part of mainstream English –  words like names of 
family, friends, and pets, acronyms, and slang. These words will be integrated into the 
prediction choices according to their popularity and recency of use. As a last resort, if AccuKeys 
cannot find any predictable words, it will query a spelling dictionary to find legitimate prediction 
choices including rare words and corrections for common spelling errors. 
 
Each time a new letter is typed, the list of prediction words is updated to take the new letter into 
account. The list of prediction words is displayed to the user adjacent to and either above or 
below the main keyboard, depending on which edge of the screen that the keyboard is docked 
to. The Prediction List is also aligned horizontally with the latest key that was clicked. The 
Prediction List looks something like this: 
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On the left side of the Prediction List is the “History Phrase” (“but when” in this example) which 
contains the last few words typed. Only the last word in this list is used for word prediction – the 
remaining words are displayed for the user’s convenience. Immediately to the right of the 
History Phrase is the fragment of the word currently being typed. Finally, immediately below the 
current word fragment (or above if AccuKeys is docked to the bottom of the screen) is the 
Prediction List. Words in the Prediction List are presented alphabetically, but will include only 
the most common words that follow the last word in the History Phrase and begin with the 
current word fragment. If the spell-checker is queried for prediction choices, its suggestions will 
be highlighted with a pink background. Any word in the Prediction List can be inserted into your 
current document by simply clicking on the word itself.  
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AccuKeys Settings 

 
AccuKeys’s user options can be set by clicking on the “Prefs” button. This will open the 
AccuKeys Settings form with a tab for each of the categories below. Click on the appropriate tab 
to view and/or change those settings. 
 

About 

 
 
The About tab provides information about the Validation Results for your AccuPoint device and 
Upgrade Status for AccuKeys. Each time you run AccuKeys, it will attempt to contact the 
InvoTek website to validate your AccuPoint hardware and to check for upgrades to AccuKeys. 
The results of both these processes will be available to you on this tab. In addition, the version 
of AccuKeys that you are currently using will be displayed on the left, and the method you used 
to acquire the AccuPoint system will be noted below the version number. These are for 
information only. Finally, the button in the lower left corner of the tab will open the default web 
browser to the InvoTek Software Update site for you to download the latest update to AccuKeys. 
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Scaling 

 
 
Selecting the Scaling tab opens a set of controls for adjusting the amount of head movement 
required to move the mouse cursor across the screen in both the horizontal and vertical 
directions. Selecting small numbers means you will have to move your head a lot to move the 
mouse cursor. Conversely, selecting a larger number means you will have to move your head 
only a small amount to move the mouse cursor. The default setting is 1.0, but it can be set to 
any value between 0.1 and 50.0. Values higher than 3.0 are for people who have very limited 
head movement. Values higher than 6.0 require a larger cluster of dots for accurate head 
tracking. Contact your distributor or InvoTek (support@invotek.org or 479-632-4166) for more 
information. You will probably need to experiment with these settings to find the values that 
work best for you. 
 
In most cases, the checkbox labeled “Link Vertical to Horizontal Scaling” should be checked so 
that only the Horizontal scaling controls are active, and the Vertical scaling value always 
matches the Horizontal scaling value. Uncheck this box to set the two values independently. 
 
The Scaling setting cannot be changed while AccuKeys is actively tracking your head 
movements. If you change this setting, AccuKeys will stop tracking your head movements and 
restart with the new Scaling setting as soon as you exit the Settings form by clicking on the 
Save button.  
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Filtering 

 
 
Selecting the Filter menu item allows you to increase and decrease the amount of jitter filtering 
that AccuKeys applies to mouse cursor movements in both the horizontal and vertical directions. 
The amount of filtering being applied is indicated by a single digit 0-9 between the “More” and 
“Less” buttons. Increasing this filter value applies more filtering, and decreasing it applies less 
filtering. People with very good fine motor control of their head movements should use small 
filtering values, while people with less precise head control or with tremors should use larger 
filtering values. Settings of 0-2 work well for people with typical head control. Higher settings are 
designed to help people that have involuntary head movements that interfere with head 
pointing. Experiment with several values to determine which works best for you. 
 
In most cases, the checkbox labeled “Link Vertical to Horizontal Filtering” should be checked so 
that only the Horizontal filtering controls are active, and the Vertical filtering value always 
matches the Horizontal filtering value. Uncheck this box to set the two values independently. 
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Calibration 

 
 
These settings determine how long AccuKeys waits to declare the calibration process to be 
complete. The Still Time value sets how long AccuKeys requires the mouse pointer to be still or 
nearly still, and the Button Time value sets how long AccuKeys requires the mouse pointer to be 
over the OK button on the Calibration Form before declaring the calibration process to be 
complete and closing the Calibration Form. The Calibrate Time setting sets how long a user 
must stay still over the target to finish calibration instead of moving the mouse pointer to the OK 
button. The Target Size setting determines the size of the box that the mouse cursor must 
remain in to be called “still”. The Calibration Location setting sets where the calibration form will 
be displayed on your screen. Normally, this location will be center but can be changed to make 
it easier for you to calibrate in certain situations. 
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Dwell Detect 

 
 
These settings control how long AccuKeys waits to declare the mouse pointer to be still or 
nearly still. This tab includes a number of settings, grouped as follows: 
 
Off-Keyboard –controls how the dwell Clicker works when the mouse cursor is not over the 
onscreen keyboard. To enable off-keyboard dwell-clicking, click on the “Enable Click” button, 
and to disable off-keyboard dwell clicking, click the “Disable Click” button. Likewise, to disable 
off-keyboard repeat clicking, click on the “Disable Repeat” button. The Click value determines 
how long the user must hold the cursor still for a first click, while the Repeat value determines 
how long the user must hold the cursor still after a first click for the dwell Clicker to perform a 
repeat click. 
 
On-Keyboard – similar to the Off-Keyboard group, but only applies when the mouse cursor is 
over the onscreen keyboard. 
 
Still Box –determines how large an area the user must hold the mouse cursor within for it to be 
considered still enough to perform a mouse click. 
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Switches 

 
 
If external switches are connected to the AccuPoint hardware, this tab determines how the 
activation of those external switches is interpreted by AccuKeys. Either external switch (left or 
right) can be configured to perform as a normal mouse’s left click, middle click, or right click. 
The color identifiers (Green and Yellow) in this tab match colored stickers on the switch inputs 
to the AccuPoint hardware. 
 
Note that if you select a Switch Action other than the first one (Close = MouseDown, 
Release=MouseUp), you will not be able to perform Drag-and-Drop actions.  
 
Clicking the Double-Click Settings allows you to lengthen the time between clicks for the system 
to consider it a double click. This will make it easier to double click while using switches instead 
of dwelling. 
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AccuPoint 

 
 
This tab is provided for diagnostic purposes and to allow you to tell AccuKeys to automatically 
start head-tracking as soon as the program is loaded.  
 
The AutoStart option, when checked, will cause AccuKeys to automatically begin its head-
tracking and Calibration processes as soon as AccuKeys is loaded, without waiting for someone 
to click on the “Run” button. 
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Sounds 

 
 
AccuKeys normally alerts you to various events with a sound. There are three such events that 
can have an audible alert, and this tab allows you to configure what alert sounds should be 
used.  
 
Enable Sound Effects – when checked, all the sounds will be played as selected below. When 
unchecked, no sound alerts will be used. 
 
Key Click – selects the sound to be played when a mouse click is generated by the dwell clicker. 
 
Calibration OK – selects the sound to be played when the calibration process detects the mouse 
cursor being still over the calibration target. 
 
Calibration Complete – selects the sound to be played when the calibration process detects the 
mouse cursor being still over the calibration form’s “OK” button. 
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Kbd Layout 

 
 
The onscreen keyboard can be adjusted to improve its visibility and usability with the settings on 
this tab. 
 
Key Borders –determine the width, in pixels, of the borders drawn around every key on the 
onscreen keyboard. The Normal Border is the default border and is the one that is drawn on all 
keys when AccuKeys starts. The Sticky Keys border is drawn only around the Shift, Shift Lock, 
Ctrl, and Alt keys when those keys are latched ON. The Feedback Border is drawn around a 
key for only 1/10 second immediately after the key is clicked to provide visual feedback of a key 
click, even if the Key Click sound is disabled. 
 
Key Spacing – determines how much dead space is between keys 
 
Title Height – determines the height of the Title that is drawn on each page of the keyboard. 
Setting this to zero will remove the Title. 
 
Key Height – determines the desired height of each key as it is drawn on the keyboard. This can 
be set to any value between 30 and 100. Clicking the “Square Keys” checkbox will set the Key 
Height to the same value as the current Key Width in an attempt to make all the keys square.  
 
Key Corner Shape – determines whether the keys are drawn square or with beveled corners. 
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3 Row Alphabet – This is the current Keyboard layout. Determines how the keys are displayed 
on the AccuKeys keyboard. The three possible values are: 3 Row Alphabet, 3 Row QWERTY, 
and 4 Row Alphabet. 
 
Current Keyboard Font – determines the font used to draw the letters on the AccuKeys 
keyboard. 
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Kbd Colors 

 
 
The onscreen keyboard can be customized to your own preferences with the settings on this 
tab. 
 
Key Face – determines the colors to use when drawing each key’s background color. 
 
Background – determines the colors to use when drawing the background of the entire 
keyboard, including the space between keys. 
 
Highlight – determines what color will be used to highlight a key just before it is clicked. 
 
Normal Key Border – determines the color of the normal border around each key. 
 
Sticky Key Border – determines the color of the border around the Shift, Shift Lock, Ctrl, and Alt 
keys when they are latched ON. 
 
Feedback Border – determines the color of the border around keys for visual feedback after 
each click. 
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Performance 

 
 
 
This tab is provided only for diagnostic purposes. If the AccuPoint head-tracker has trouble 
following your head movements, this tab may be of help, especially if you need to call InvoTek 
for tech support. There are no user settings on this tab – its sole purpose is to display the 
current lighting thresholds being used by the AccuPoint cameras. Ideally, the camera thresholds 
should be at least 0x07F, but higher numbers are normally better than lower numbers. If the 
threshold values are smaller than 0x010F, there may be other reflective objects in the system’s 
field of view or the reflective dots may be losing their reflectivity. Try adjusting your room’s 
lighting to remove bright lights from behind the user or gently wipe the reflective dots with a soft 
cloth dipped in rubbing alcohol. If a problem persists, please call InvoTek at 479-632-4166 for 
assistance. 
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WordPred 

 
 
This tab is enabled only if the Word Prediction feature is enabled, either during a trial period or 
permanently.  
 
The behavior of the Word Prediction feature of AccuKeys can be configured from this tab. From 
here, you can change the height of the buttons in the Prediction List, the maximum number of 
words in the Prediction List, and the number of words in the History Phrase.  On this tab, you 
can also set the maximum age of recently-used words to be tracked in the User Dictionary. 
Finally, if the user wants to temporarily disable the Word Prediction feature, the “Disable Word 
Prediction” button will do that. 
 
If Word Prediction is not enabled, you can enable it for a 30-day trial period by clicking the “Start 
Trial Period” button. At the end of the trial period, Word Prediction will be disabled unless you 
purchase the Word Prediction option. Call InvoTek at 479-632-4166 for details.  
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WordList 

 
 
This tab is enabled only if the Word Prediction feature is enabled, either during a trial period or 
permanently.  
 
As you are using AccuKeys, with Word Prediction enabled, unique words that are not present in 
the main wordlist are kept in a User Wordlist so that names of friends and family, places, foreign 
words, etc. will be predicted, along with the words in the main wordlist. These unique words may 
be reviewed for proper spelling and capitalization with this tab, where individual words can be 
corrected or deleted. In addition, all new words that are collected during one AccuKeys head-
tracking session are also presented for review as you exit AccuKeys. 
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What to do if the system doesn’t work right 

Known Issues 

 
Certain applications operate in Full Screen mode, hiding AccuKeys. 
Some applications, including some games and online YouTube videos, when running in full-
screen mode, insist on taking over the entire computer screen and hiding everything else from 
view, including the TaskBar and AccuKeys. AccuKeys will continue to operate, actively tracking 
your head movements and performing dwell clicks, but will not be visible or controllable while 
the full screen application is running. 

 

If the onscreen pointer quits moving or jumps erratically 

Watch the Camera View window in the top left corner of the screen – if you cannot see a red 
rectangle containing three red dots and a blue rectangle containing three blue dots, the 
AccuKeys system cannot see the dot cluster. Adjust the position of the AccuPoint hardware so 
that you are within the tracking area, or move so that AccuPoint can see you.  
 
AccuPoint is very tolerant of complex lighting environments, but it is still possible that it can get 
confused. If you see more than three dots of either color in the Camera View windows, then the 
AccuKeys system is seeing extra reflections. This can happen if one of the cameras is looking 
out of a window, or with some eyeglasses. Try removing reflective items from the area around 
your head and turning the AccuPoint hardware so that it isn’t pointing at a window. 
 
Occasionally, a dot cluster will wear or in some way lose some of its reflective properties. When 
this happens, AccuKeys will not be able to see the dots consistently, and the cursor will jump 
erratically. Try wiping the dot cluster gently with a soft cloth dipped in rubbing alcohol. If this 
does not help, the only solution is to use a different dot cluster. Contact InvoTek at 479-632-
4166 for information on replacement dot clusters. 
 
If you can still control the mouse pointer with AccuKeys, click on “Cal” to repeat the calibration 
process. If you have lost control of the mouse pointer with AccuKeys, you’ll have to get help to 
click on the “Stop” button using a standard mouse and then click on the “Start” button to go 
through the calibration process again. 
 

Mouse movement stopped by Windows User Account Control 

Windows only allows the cursor to be moved by a physical mouse. To fix this problem, User 
Account Control must be turned off. 
 
 1. Click start button 
 2. Type “User Account Control” into the search bar and hit Enter 
Windows 7: 
 3. Slide slider all the way to bottom 
 4. Click OK 
 5. Restart computer 
Windows Vista: 
 3. Uncheck check box 
 4. Click OK 
 5. Restart computer 
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Error Messages 

Internal Error 

Make sure the AccuPoint hardware is connected to a working USB port on your computer and 
that the USB drivers for AccuPoint have been installed. (See installation procedures if you are 
unsure whether the USB drivers were installed.)  
 
Close and restart the AccuKeys software.  
 
If the problem persists, please call InvoTek at 479-632-4166. 
 
 
 


